Best Starts for Kids
Virtual Info Session August 3rd, 2022
Youth Healing Project

AGENDA

• Overview of Best Start for Kids
• Review key elements of the Request for RFP
• Criteria overview
• Question and answers
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LOGISTICS

How to ask questions:
Zoom: add your questions
to the chat box.
Email: you can email
PhiThompson@KingCounty.go
v with any questions you may
have.
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VISION

Happy, Healthy,
Safe and Thriving
We want to see babies
born healthy, kids thrive,
and young people grow
up to be happy, healthy,
successful adults.
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MISSION

Best Starts for Kids

strengthens families and
communities so that babies
are born healthy, children
thrive and establish a strong
foundation for life, and
young people grow into
happy, healthy adults.
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“

Equity is an
ardent journey
toward well-being
as defined by
the affected.
- CYAB Equity Statement
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CYAB AND EQUITY STATEMENT

• Equity is an ardent journey
toward well-being as
defined by the affected
• Equity is disruptive
and uncomfortable and
not voluntary
• Equity is fundamental to the
community we want to build
Full statement can be found here.
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PRINCIPLES

PROMOTION

PREVENTION

EARLY
INTERVENTION

POLICY &
SYSTEMS
CHANGE
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Funding Basics for
Best Starts 2.0
• 6-year property tax levy
• 19 cents per $1,000
assessed value
• Average cost: $114
for 600K home
• March 2021 projected
revenue: $879M

INVESTMENT AMOUNTS FOR 2.0 LEVY (2022 – 2027)
Child Care – ~$200M
Capital Projects – up to $50M
TA/ Capacity Building – ~$10M
Homelessness Prevention - ~ $22M
Investing Early (P-5) – 50% of remaining levy
Sustaining the Gain (5-24) – 37% of remaining levy
Communities Matter – 8% of remaining levy
Data and Evaluation – 5% of remaining levy
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Initiative started in Public Health’s COVID response, now led by Best
Starts for Kids

CWI will build community capacity to share resources and
deliver culturally relevant programming on emotional health
and wellbeing in order to reduce stigma associated with mental
health topics and reinforce compassion, connection, and care
in communities

na’lå’la “to make live”
Gillian Dueñas, 21yo

COMMUNITY
WELL-BEING
INITIATIVE

Recognition that emotional health is grounded in:
holistic individual and community health
just and equitable systems and structures
Through:
Reducing stigma associated with mental health
Reinforcing compassion, connection, and care in our communities
Partnering with community to share a variety of resources that
center our communities and our lived experiences
Convening and coordinating internal and external stakeholders
working to support the emotional health and well-being of young
people

WHO IS THIS
RFP FOR?

*RFP = REQUEST FOR
PROPOSAL

• Young people aged 14-24

• Young people are encouraged to
identify fiscal sponsors to help them
with managing funds for project, for
youth under age 18 they are
required to have a fiscal sponsor.

• Young people from historically
marginalized communities
• Young people in underserved areas
of the County
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WHAT IS THE YOUTH HEALING PROJECT?
• The Youth Healing Project is a youth-led community funding effort, originally
developed in 2020/21 in response to the survey “In Their Own Words: Young
People Describe the Impacts of COVID-19”, that provides resources and support
to small grassroots young leaders advancing solutions that improve the mental
health, connection, and wellbeing of young people ages 14-24 in King County.
Partners include King County Reconnect to Opportunity, Public Health-Seattle
and King County’s Cannabis, Tobacco, and Prevention Program, Best Starts for
Kids, citiesRISE, and the Community Center for Education Results.
• Young people who receive funding are supported by a team of orgs through a
cohort, mentorship, evaluation support, capacity building, and connection to a
larger network of youth leaders.
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HOW DOES IT CONNECT TO THE LARGER BEST STARTS
WORK?

• This project is located under the Community Well-Being
Initiative-Liberation and Healing Strategy-Sustain the
Gain/5-24 and centers many BSK values, including a
prevention and promotion strategy as well as increasing
well-being of youth by centering them in this work.
• Overall goal of the funding: Increasing youth leadership
and empowerment, youth mental well-being, increasing
knowledge of healthy coping strategies
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SUMMARY

Funding available: $110k
Application due date: August 22nd,
2022

Contract period: From September 2022

to June 2023

Funding request limits: $9,999
Anticipated number of awards: 11
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TIMELINE
RFP release

July 25th, 2022

Online info session

August 3rd and August 16th

In-person info session

n/a

Deadline to request technical assistance

August 19th

Deadline to contact King County with questions

August 19th

Application due date

August 22nd, 2022

RFPs rated and review

From August 23 to August 31

Applicant interview period

n/a

Notification of RFP Status

September 2022

Contract Discussions

September 2022

Potential contract start date

September-October 2022
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FUNDING
PRIORITIES

1. This RFP will support efforts to improve the mental
health, connection, and wellbeing of young people.
2. We will prioritize creative ideas that center young
people.
3. Projects should empower young people as leaders.
4. Funding is flexible and can be used for staffing,
youth stipends or incentives, technology, materials
and events (following public health precautions).
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PROJECT
EXAMPLES

Here are a few examples of projects young people from
the first Youth Healing Project accomplished:
1.

A project that created gathering spaces for BIPOC youth to
discuss mental health and self-care.

2.

A community retreat at a farm that focused on mental
health, culture, intergenerational trauma, and resilience.

3.

A mini documentary that documented East African youth
speaking about their experiences with mental health.

4.

Pop up gathering spaces that supported BIPOC families in
learning about mental health, yoga, mindfulness, arts, and
other activities.

5.

While the above examples can highlight the types of
projects young people can propose, we encourage
applicants to use their creativity, and not feel limited.
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DATA AND EVALUATION

• Awarded youth will participate in building a
measurement and evaluation plan with BSK and CCER
staff.
• Awarded youth will be required to connect their
project outcomes to overall Youth Healing Project
goals. For more information you can refer to the RFP
in the “outcomes” section.
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RFP RATING
& REVIEW

• The review panel will be led by
youth.
• Carefully review the rating criteria,
located in the selection criteria
section.
• The review panel will closely follow
this scoring rubric.
• All proposals submitted will go
through a formal review process.
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SELECTION CRITERIA
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APPLICATION NARRATIVE
1. Describe your project or idea. (300 words or fewer or 2-3 minutes if responding via video)
2. Please provide a general timeline of the main activities that will occur between September and June (300 words or
fewer or 2-3 minutes if responding via video)
3. What do health and wellbeing look like to you? (300 words or fewer or 2-3 minutes if responding via video)
4. How does the project, idea or activity promote mental health & emotional well-being in youth and the community?
(200 words or fewer or 2-3 minutes if responding via video)
5. What do you hope to achieve with this project and how will you measure success? (300 words or fewer or 2-3
minutes if responding via video)
6. Tell us about yourself and your community. What different communities do you represent (could be race, gender,
ethnicity, etc.)? Who are you working with (are there specific neighborhoods or populations of youth you will focus
on)? (200 words or fewer or 2-3 minutes if responding via video)
7. Do you need support with identifying a fiscal sponsor? (If so, we can support you connecting to a CBO that will
support your project).
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APPLICATION TIPS
• Be sure to read instructions.
• Don’t be afraid to ask for help or to ask clarifying questions, we
will offer technical assistance and two info sessions.
• Be creative! We welcome innovative, community led projects, and
want this project to be flexible, fun, and most importantly,
authentic.
• We encourage youth to apply individually or as teams! We
recognize that a successful project can be configured in many
ways, whether its collaborative or led by one individual.
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BUDGET TIPS
• Applicants should state how much funding they need to achieve
their goals and how funds will be used.
• Budgets should be developed for the length of the contract term.
• Be sure to read the instructions!!
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TECHNICAL
ASSISTANCE

Free technical assistance (TA) is available to
support applicants and eliminate barriers
that might prevent you from seeking
funding, through August 19, 2022 .
TA providers can:
• Assist in determining appropriate fit between
your program and the RFP;
• Provide guidance on how best to answer
questions and where to find supportive data;
• Support application review, including editing
and budget review. TA is not grantwriting.
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ADDITIONAL
RESOURCES

• Next info session is August 16th,
2022, at 1pm
• Email questions to
PhiThompson@KingCounty.gov
• Contact Technical Assistance
Providers directly for support
• See the glossary of terms for a list
of relevant definitions
• Use the checklist to make sure your
application is complete
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QUESTIONS?

WANT TO LEARN ABOUT OTHER BEST STARTS
FOR KIDS OPPORTUNITIES?

This recorded open house session will
be shared on the Best Starts for Kids blog
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